YOUNG REPORTERS
for the ENVIRONMENT

GIVING A VOICE

to our local, untold social & environmental stories

YRE is an international programme for in and out-of-school youth from 11-25 years,
providing a platform to engage with local social and environmental issues and risks.
Our Youth Reporters are able to positively highlight issues and suggest well-researched
solutions through articles, photo exhibitions and short videos, including the
perspectives of local communities and stakeholders to ensure objectivity.
The programme creates a productive space for our South African youth to reimagine and
craft a social and environmentally just future, which is key to sustainability.

AN EFFECTIVE FRAMEWORK
Through the YRE programme framework youth reporters are guided to:
investigate and identify a local problem and its associated primary and
secondary sources
conduct research and interviews with local communities and stakeholders
to design a justified solution
use information to report on the problem through an article, photo
exhibition or short video
share report with local stakeholders and public through different media
platforms
The youth reporters’ journalistic pieces are entered in the national YRE
competition and shared on various media platforms (radio, newspaper, film
shows and exhibitions). Each year, the winning piece from the national
competition will represent South Africa in the international YRE competition.

INVESTIGATE

RESEARCH
SOLUTIONS

REPORT
DISSEMINATE

facilitating the development of

YOUTH LEADERS

The programme facilitates a process for youth
reporters to develop an enquiring mind and
life-long skills including:
critical thinking
data analysis
teamwork
social responsibility
leadership

nurturing

CHANGE
makers

The YRE programme also helps participants develop practical
skills in:
writing
editing
videography
photography

Participation in the programme helps prepare youth for a career
in:
environmental law
research
videography
developing
investigative journalism
CAREER
social justice
OPTIONS
politics
Youth reporters are mentored by experts from various fields giving
them an opportunity to learn from and explore different careers.
Internationally, the YRE programme forms a network of youth
reporters who are united through a sense of common purpose.

EFFECTIVE OUTCOMES
and programme benefits
Providing mentorship
Support through expert-led
dialogues and workshops to
strengthen skills

Representing community issues
Highlighting social and
environmental injustices
in local communities

CONTACT US

to get involved with the Young
Reporters for the Environment
programme

Networking
opportunities
Providing access to
like-minded young
people across the
world through the
YRE network

International exposure
Youth reporters
participate in
international debates
and conferences

Developing leaders
of change
Supporting our youth
reporters to
university level and
beyond

Contributing to the
green economy
Developing critical
thinking skills to grow
business ideas from
socio-ecological issues

Investing in young people’s futures
Developing skills in writing, photography,
video production and socio-ecological research
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